Immigration Attorneys Rambana and Ricci Earn “AV Preeminent Rating”

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. – Tallahassee immigration attorneys Neil Rambana and Elizabeth Ricci have both been granted an “AV Preeminent Rating” by Martindale-Hubbell® Peer Review Ratings. The AV Rating is the highest possible rating given by Martindale-Hubbell® Peer Review for a lawyer.

The AV Preeminent rating is a nationally recognized acknowledgment of their accomplishments and skills as attorneys and places them among the most elite practitioners in the country.

“I am so honored that my colleagues deem us worthy of such a distinction,” said Rambana.

“It is a true testament to the work ethic instilled in us by our families,” said Ricci. “We are thrilled with our AV rating and truly enjoy sharing our skills and talents by keeping families together and American businesses competitive.”

The AV Preeminent designation signifies that Rambana and Ricci have been anonymously rated by judges and fellow attorneys as having the premier rating for legal abilities and ethical standards. The legal ability rating indicates professional ability in a specific area of practice and is based on the following five key areas: legal knowledge, analytical capabilities, judgment, communication ability and legal experience. The general ethical standards rating denotes adherence to professional standards of conduct, ethics, reliability, diligence and other criteria relevant to the discharge of professional responsibilities.

Partners in the Tallahassee-based law firm Rambana & Ricci, P.L.L.C., Rambana practices complex immigration litigation and deportation defense while Ricci concentrates on EB-1 and EB-1 merit based immigration, I-9 compliance and employment immigration. The husband and wife legal team have combined legal experience of almost 40 years.

About Rambana & Ricci, P.L.L.C.
Rambana & Ricci, P.L.L.C., is a Tallahassee-based immigration law firm concentrating on complex immigration across the nation. In addition to offering traditional immigration law services, the firm advises employers in W-4 and I-9 compliance, represents stateless individuals (those without citizenship of any country), represents wrongly detained U.S. citizens, strategizes and provides health and religious waiver guidance, and actively files for green cards without sponsors. Visit www.rambana.com to learn more.